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Social Networksand Labor-MarketOutcomes:
Towardan Economic Analysis
By JAMES D. MONTGOMERY*

Labor economists have long recognized
that manyworkersfind jobs throughfriends
and relatives;personnel researchersargue
that employee referralsare a useful device
for screening job applicants. Because the
use of employeereferralsis both widespread
and purposive,social structure-the pattern
of social ties between individuals-may play
an important role in determining labormarket outcomes. In this paper, I attempt
to embed social structurein a stylized economic model of the labormarket.Since the
model assumesthat both workersand firms
choose between formal and informalhiring
channels,it offersa frameworkfor exploring
the equilibriumrelationship among social
structure, wages, and profits. The model
explains why workers who are well connected might fare better than poorly connectedworkersandwhyfirmshiringthrough
referral might earn higher profits. The
model further predicts that changes in social structurewill alter the income distribution: an increasein the densityof social ties
or in social stratificationby abilitygenerates
greaterwage dispersion.
The paperproceedsas follows.In Section
I, I review the importanceof employee referrals in the hiring process and discuss
alternative explanations for their use. In
Section II, I develop a formalmodel of the
hiringprocess, discussingits majorimplications. (A formal analysis of the model is
placed in the Appendix.) I briefly discuss
*
Departmentof Economics,NorthwesternUniversity,Evanston,IL 60208.Thispaperis a revisedversion
of the second essay in my Ph.D. dissertation;I am
especiallygratefulto my thesis advisor,Bob Gibbons,
for his commentsand suggestions.Helpful comments
were also receivedfrom Stuart Elliott, HarryHolzer,
Winston Lin, Peter Marsden, Dale Mortensen,
Matthew Rabin, and anonymousreferees. Financial
support,in the formof a NationalScience Foundation
GraduateFellowship,is also gratefullyacknowledged.

two extensions of the model in Section III
and present conclusions in Section IV.
I. The Importanceof SocialNetworks

Numerous studies have examined the
searchmethodsused by job seekers, reporting whether jobs were located through
help-wantedadvertising,employmentagencies, direct application,employee referral,
or some other hiring channel (see e.g.,
Charles A. Myers and George P. Shultz,
1951; Herbert S. Parnes, 1954; Harold L.

Sheppardand HarveyBelitsky,1966;Albert
Rees and Shultz, 1970; Mark S.
Granovetter, 1974; Mary Corcoran et al.,
1980;Rees and WayneGray, 1982;Howard
Wial, 1988).A recurrenttheme in this literature is the importanceof friends and relatives as sourcesof employmentinformation.
Table 1 reportsthe relevantfindingsof four
of these studies. While the frequency of
alternativejob-findingmethodsvariessomewhat by sex and occupation, the following
generalizationseems fair: approximately50
percent of all workers currentlyemployed
found their jobs through friends and relatives. Data on employers'recruitmentmethods also attest to the importanceof social
networks:HarryJ. Holzer (1987),examining
Equal OpportunityPilot Project data, reports that 36 percent of firms interviewed
filled their last openingswith referredapplicants; Karen E. Campbell and Peter V.
Marsden(1990), analyzingdata on 52 Indiana establishments,find that over 51 percent of jobs were filled throughreferral.
To explain the importanceof employee
referralsin the hiringprocess,one mustfirst
askwhyjob seekerswould preferthis search
method. Holzer (1988) extends a standard
search model to permit multiple search
methods. Analyzing data from the youth
cohort of the National LongitudinalSurvey,
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METHODS USED BY WORKERS

Percentage of jobs found using each method
Source/data

Friends/relatives

Gate application Employment agency Ads

Myers and Shultz (1951)/sample of displaced textile workers:
First job
62
23
Mill job
56
37
Present job
36
14

Other

Sample size

6
3
4

2
2
0

7
2
46a

144
144
144

Rees and Shultz (1970)/Chicago labor-market study, 12 occupations:b
37.3
5.5
Typist
35.3
10.7
Keypunch operator
6.4
Accountant
23.5
Tab operator
3.2
37.9
Material handler
73.8
6.9
Janitor
65.5
13.1
7.5
Janitress
63.6
Fork-lift operator
7.9
66.7
5.9
Punch-press operator
65.4
Truck driver
14.9
56.8
Maintenance electrician
57.4
17.1
Tool and die maker
53.6
18.2

34.7
13.2
25.9
22.2
8.1
7.3
5.2
4.7
7.7
1.5
3.2
1.5

16.4
21.4
26.4
22.2
3.8
4.8
11.2
7.5
15.0
1.5
11.7
17.3

6.1
19.4
17.8
14.5
7.4
9.3
12.5
13.2
6.0
25.3
10.6
9.4

343
280
170
126
286
246
80
175
133
67
129
127

Granovetter (1974)/sample of residents of Newton, MA:
Professional
56.1
18.2
43.5
24.6
Technical
65.4
14.8
Managerial

15.9c
30.4
13.6

C
-

9.8
1.4
6.2

132
69
81

Corcoran et al. (1980)/Panel Study of Income Dynamics, 11th wave:
d
White males
52.0
47.1
White females
Black males
58.5
43.0
Black females

5.8
5.8
7.0
15.2

9.4
14.2
6.9
11.0

33.8d

1,499
988
667
605

33.1
37.6
30.8

aMost of these workers were rehired at a previous mill job or hired at a new mill established in one of the
vacated mills.
bIn computing the percentages, workers rehired by previous employers and those not reporting the job-finding
source are excluded from the denominator and subtracted from the sample size.
CAgencies and ads are combined under the heading "formal means."
dGate applications are included under "other."

he findsthat contactingfriendsand relatives
generates a job offer with relatively high
probability.Given that this search method
is also inexpensive,Holzer's model explains
job seekers' heavy reliance upon social networks. However,as Holzer explicitlynotes,
his model assumesthat firms'hiring strategies are exogenouslygiven. To explain the
widespreaduse of employee referrals,one
must also ask why firms would wish to recruitworkersthroughthis hiringchannel.
While firms might recruit through employee referrals solely because this is less
expensive than more formal methods, researchershave arguedthat employee referrals also serve as a useful screeningdevice.

Based upon their interviewswith employers,
Rees (1966) and Peter Doeringer and
Michael Piore (1971) report that workers
tend to refer others who are similar to
themselves.1Given a labor market characterized by adverseselection, employerswill
thus solicit referrals from high-abilityemployees. In contrast,John P. Wanous(1980)
argues that job applicantsreceive "realistic
'This claim is also found in personnel texts (see
HerbertG. Henemanet al., 1980).The fact that social
ties tend to occur among persons with similar attributesis well establishedin the social-networkliterature; see Marsden(1988) for evidence from the 1985
GeneralSocial Survey.
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job previews"from those referringthem.2If
referred applicants have superior knowledge of their match quality, they will be
self-selected:those job seekers who expect
to be poorly matched will not bother to
apply. Finally,Rees (1966) and others have
argued that an employee will refer only
well-qualifiedapplicants, since his reputation is at stake.3
II. The Model
A. Assumptions

Buildingupon the observationthat workers tend to refer others like themselves, I
now develop a two-period model of the
labor market. For simplicity, there is no
discountingbetween periods. The following
assumptionsare made on workersand firms.
Workers:

Each workerlives one period.
There are many workers,with an equal
numberin each period.4
Workersmaybe of two types, either high
or low ability.To simplifythe model, I
furtherassume that (a) one-half of the
workersare of each type in each period
and (b) high-abilityworkers produce
one unit of output while low-ability
workersproducezero units.
Workers are observationallyequivalent;
employers are uncertain of the ability
of any particularworker.
Firms:

Each firm may employ (at most) one
worker.
A firm'sprofit in each period is equal to
the productivityof its employee minus
the wage paid. (Productprice is exoge-

2This explanationis also found in Rees and Shultz
(1970) and Granovetter(1974). Doug Staiger (1990)
offersa formalmodel and empiricalevidence.
3See GarthSaloner(1985)for a formalmodel.
4To simplify the analysis,I examine the model's
equilibriumas the numberof workersapproachesinfinity. To be more precise, I am thus assuming a
continuumof workers,with an equal measurein each
period.
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nously determined and normalizedto
unity.)
Each firmmust set wages before learning
the productivityof its worker.
Firms are free to enter the market in
either period.
The above assumptionsare standard in
labor-marketmodels of adverse selection,
particularlythat of Bruce C. Greenwald
(1986). Workersare observationallyequivalent and unable to signal their ability to
potential employers.Each firm must set its
wage before learningthe productivityof its
employee;piece-ratecompensationschemes
and other forms of output-contingentcontractsare prohibited.While this assumption
may be extreme, it captures a plausiblerationale for employerscreeningof job applicants (and thus the use of employee referrals).The large investmentmade by firmsin
employee selection, as reported by Rees
(1966) and others, seems difficultto justifyif
firmscan offer fullycontingentcontracts.5
Given the assumption of free entry of
firms,expected profit (for enteringfirms)is
driven to zero. Thus, firmswill offer wages
equal to the expected productivityof those
workerson the market.Ex post, some firms
will pay a wage higherthan the productivity
of its employee;others will pay a wage that
is less than this productivity.(If the model
were closed at this point, underthe assumption that all workers in each period were
hired through the market, all firms would
offer a wage equal to 2 in each period.)
I furtherintroducethe followingassumptions on social structure.
Social Structure:

Each period-1workerknows at most one
period-2worker,possessinga social tie
with probabilityr E [0,11.
For each period-1 worker holding a tie,
the specific period-2 individualknown
is selected stochastically through a
two-stageprocess.In the firststage, the
period-2worker'stype is chosen. Con5See Greenwald(1986) for furtherdefense of this
assumption.
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ditional upon holding a tie, a period-1
workerknows a period-2workerof his
own type with probabilitya > 1. (The
period-1 worker thus knows a worker
of the other type with probability1- a
<2.) In the second stage, the specific
period-2 worker is chosen randomly
from those of the appropriatetype.
The social structureis thus characterizedby
two parameters which social-networkresearcherswould label "networkdensity"(Xr)
and "inbreeding bias" (a).6 Given that so-

cial ties are assigned stochastically,some
period-2 workers may possess several ties
while others have none: the allocation of
social ties is formallyequivalentto an occupancy problem in probability theory, in
which balls (social ties to period-1workers)
are dropped randomlyinto urns (period-2
workers). While the assumed social structure is rather simplistic,it thus capturesan
importantfact: some workersare "well connected,"while others are not.
Finally,I assumethe followingtiming.
Timing:

Firms hire period-I workersthroughthe

1411

More informally, the timing comprises
three majorstages. First, each firm hires a
period-1 worker through the market and
learns his ability. As period-1 workers are
observationallyequivalent (and cannot be
referred for jobs by older workers), each
firm hiring through the market obtains a
high-abilityworkerwith probability2. Second, learning the ability of its current
worker,each firmsets a referraloffer that is
(potentially)relayed to an acquaintanceof
its worker. (Note that the period-1 worker
merely conveys information;his action is
nonstrategic.)In order to attract this acquaintance, the firm's offer must exceed
both the period-2 market wage and any
other referral offers received by the acquaintance. A firm not wishing to hire
throughreferralwill set no referraloffer (or
might alternativelyoffer a wage below WM2,
which has no probabilityof acceptance).
Period-2 workers then compare all offers
received,acceptingthe highest.Third,those
period-2workerswho receive no offers are
forced to find employmentthroughthe market, earning a wage equal to the average
expected productivityof those on the market.

market, which clears at a wage wM1.

Productionoccurs; each firm learns the
productivityof its worker.
If a firmdesires to hire throughemployee
referral,it sets a referral offer; firm i
may thus set an offer WRi.
Social ties are assigned.
Each period-I workerpossessinga social
tie relays his firm'swage offer (wRd) to
his period-2acquaintance.
Each period-2workercompareswage offers received, either accepting one or
waitingto find employmentthroughthe
market.
Those period-2workerswith no offers (or
refusing all offers) go on the market,

B. Equilibrium

Because the qualitative nature of the
model's equilibriumis familiarfrom previous work on price dispersion and adverse
selection, I brieflydescribe the equilibrium
here and present the formal analysisin the
Appendix. Given the assumed inbreeding
bias between workers of similar ability, a
firmwill attempt to hire throughreferralif
and only if it employs a high-abilityworker
in period 1. Referral wage offers are disand some W R; the denpersedbetween WM2
sity of the referral-offerdistributionis positive over this entire range.7 Since most

which clears at a wage WM2.

Productionoccurs.
6See Barry Wellman and S. D. Berkowitz (1988) for
an informal introduction to social-network analysis:
Ronald S. Burt (1980) and Berkowitz (1982) provide
more technical overviews. For empirical estimates of
network parameters, see Marsden (1987, 1988).

Applying theorem 4 in Kenneth Burdett and Kenneth L. Judd (1983), wage dispersion arises because the
probability that a period-2 worker receives exactly one
referral offer is strictly between 0 and 1. Proposition
2.2 in Gerard R. Butters (1977) proves that the wage
distribution must have no "gaps": if no wages were
offered between w1 and w2 (where WM2 < w1 < w2 <
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workers receiving (and accepting) referral
offers are of high ability,the period-2market is characterizedby a "lemons effect":
competitionbetween firms drives the market wage below the averageproductivityof
the population.8
In equilibrium,each worker'swage is determined by both the number and type of
social ties he holds: period-2 workerswith
more ties to high-abilityperiod-1 workers
receive more referrals and thus higher expected wages. Those workerswith no social
ties to high-abilityworkers (while possibly
holding numerous ties to low-abilityworkers) are forced to find employmentthrough
the market, earning a relatively low wage
due to the lemons effect. Note that wages
are only indirectlya function of ability:the
positivecorrelationbetweenwages and ability resultsfrom the assumedinbreedingbias
in social networks.The present model thus
offers some justificationfor the belief that
"it'snot what you knowbut who you know."
While the model abstractsawayfrom other
sources of informationavailableto employers on the ability of job applicants,social
networks will likely continue to influence
wage determinationin more realistic settings as long as firms are unable to offer
fully output-contingentcontracts.
Given the free entry of firms and the
symmetric(lack of) informationon the ability of workers,firmshiringthroughthe market earn zero expected profit. However,
given imperfect competition for referred
workers,firmsmakingreferraloffers earn a
positive expected period-2profit.(To main-

then a firm offering w2 could reduce its wage
WR),
offer without reducing the probability that the offer is
accepted, thus increasing expected profits.
8In contrast to George A. Akerlof's (1970) result,
adverse selection does not completely eliminate the
market: because some high-ability workers fail to receive referral wage offers, the market clears at a wage
greater than zero. The parameter T plays the same role
as Greenwald's (1986) parameter ,u (the exogenous
probability of involuntary mobility): as T falls (or ,u
rises), a larger percentage of period-2 workers are
hired through the market, ameliorating the lemons
effect and boosting the market wage.

DECEMBER 1991

tain equilibriumwage dispersion, this expected profit must be constant across all
referral offers made; firms offering higher
wages have a higherprobabilityof attracting
a worker.)As in Greenwald(1986), the expectation of positive period-2 profits for a
firmobtaininga high-abilityperiod-1worker
drives the period-1 marketwage above the
averageproductivityof the population.Intuitively, there are two components to this
wage: a worker in the period-1 market receives his expected productivityplus the
"optionvalue" of his period-2referral.If a
firm'speriod-1employee is revealedto possess high ability (and a period-2 acquaintance), the firmexercisesits option to make
a referral offer; otherwise, the firm hires
throughthe marketand earnszero expected
profit.
A change in either social-structureparameterhas similareffects upon wages and
profits. As network density or inbreeding
bias increases, the lemons effect is exacerbated, and the period-2marketwage (wM2)
falls: an increase in r generates more employee referrals, removing relatively more
high-abilityworkers from the market; an
increase in a reallocates referrals from
low-abilityworkers to high-abilityworkers.
An increase in either parameterintensifies
competitionfor referredworkers,drivingup
the maximumreferral wage offered (FVR):
higher networkdensity raises the probability that a period-2workerreceives multiple
offers,while increasedinbreedingbias raises
the average quality of referred workers.
While the referral-offerdistributionis difficultto characterize,an increasein either r
or a thus generates greater wage dispersion, in the sense that the bottomwage falls
while the top wage rises. An increase in
either social-structureparameterboosts the
expected period-2 profit of firms hiring
through the period-1 market:higher r increases the probabilitythat a firm makes a
referral offer; higher a generates referrals
of higher average ability. Since the option
value of a referralrises with r or a, competition drives up the period-1 market wage
(wMl). Because firms hiring through this

market earn zero expected profit over the
two periods, an increase in r or a thus
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redistributes income from referred workers
to referring workers.9
The model's most novel predictions-linking social structure to the wage distribution and firm profit levels-must await future empirical testing. However, two other
results have been previously examined. The
prediction that workers hired through referral are of higher average quality has received some support in the personnel literature.10 Further, the prediction that referred
workers receive higher wages is supported
by J. C. Ullman (1968) and Granovetter
(1974). More recent research by Corcoran
et al. (1980) and Staiger (1990) indicates,
however, that referred workers earn higher
wages only in the short term, perhaps only
through the first year of job tenure. Combined with the finding in the personnel literature that referred workers have lower rates
of quitting (see Ullman, 1966; Martin J.
Gannon, 1971; Graham L. Reid, 1972; Philip
J. Decker and Edwin T. Cornelius III, 1979),
this result suggests a match-quality explanation for the use of employee referrals: referred workers have superior information
on match quality, earning high starting
wages due to self-selection; faster wage
growth among nonreferred workers might
result from greater mobility between jobs.
III. Extensions1l
While the preceding model assumed an
inbreeding bias between workers of similar
ability, I have ignored the strong inbreed-

9While this redistribution may have little net effect
in a dynamic model where a given worker plays both
these roles, this result becomes important when social
ties connect members of different groups, as noted in
Section III.
10See Raymond E. Hill (1970), James A. Breaugh
(1981), and Donald P. Schwab's (1982) review article.
Indeed, recent personnel research has taken the superiority of referred workers as given and attempted to
test alternative theoretical explanations (see M. Susan
Taylor and Donald W. Schmidt, 1983; Breaugh and
Rebecca B. Mann, 1984).
1"For a formal analysis of these extensions, see the
third essay in Montgomery (1989), "Reinterpreting
Models of Statistical Discrimination: Employee Referrals and the Role of Social Structure."
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ing biases between individuals of the same
race, religion, sex, age, and education (see
Marsden, 1988).12 Moreover, social-structure parameters may vary across groups:
women or minorities may, for example, have
fewer employed friends and thus have lower
effective network densities. Extending the
model, one might partition the population
into two groups (e.g., male and female),
with inbreeding by both ability and sex. If
inbreeding within each group is complete, a
comparison of the two groups is a simple
comparative-statics exercise: holding constant the ability distribution, the group with
higher network density or higher inbreeding
by ability has lower market wages but greater
wage dispersion. Assuming that inbreeding
biases (as well as the ability distribution) are
the same for males and females, the existence of cross-group ties benefits the group
with higher network density (presumably
males), raising the period-1 market wage for
males while reducing period-2 female wages.
An increase in network density redistributes
income from referred workers to referring
workers; as male network density rises relative to female network density, income flows
from referred females to referring males.
The preceding model might also be extended to address the impact of social structure on production efficiency. (Given the
assumed homogeneity of jobs and full employment, total output is fixed in the analysis above.) Suppose that each firm now possesses two technologies, one more abilitysensitive and another less ability-sensitive;
high-ability workers are more productive in
the former, while low-ability workers are
more productive in the latter. If each firm
must choose a technology for each worker
before learning the worker's ability, this
choice will be contingent upon the channel
through which the worker is hired: one possible outcome is that referred workers are
assigned to the more ability-sensitive job
while market workers are not. In this case,

12Staiger (1990), examining data on referred workers from the youth cohort of the National Longitudinal
Survey, reports that 85 percent of males but only 30
percent of females received a referral from a male.
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an increase in either social-structure parameter raises total output by improving job
matching: an increase in r means that more
(primarily high-ability) workers will be assigned to the ability-sensitive job; an increase in a results in more low-ability market workers and more high-ability referred
workers, directly reducing incorrect job
matches.
IV. ConcludingRemarks
Previous research has highlighted the importance of employee referrals and offered
a variety of explanations for their use. To
explore the relationship between social networks and labor-market outcomes, I have
developed an adverse-selection model which
explicitly incorporates a simple social structure. Providing an equilibrium analysis of
employee referrals, the model explains why
workers who are well connected (possessing
social ties to those in high-paying jobs) might
fare better than those who are poorly connected and why firms hiring through referral might earn higher profits. The model
further suggests that changes in social-structure parameters will alter the distribution of
income: increases in network density and
inbreeding bias generate greater wage dispersion. More generally, the model demonstrates that social structure may be successfully integrated into formal economic
analysis. Continued interdisciplinary research on social networks should provide
new insight into labor-market operation.
APPENDIX

In this appendix, I formally analyze the
model specified in Section 1I-A. I begin by
offering the following proposition to be
proved later:

ability that H would accept a referral wage
offer wRi from firm i can be written:
Pr{H accepts

WRi}

Pr{H receives no higher offer

=

First consider a given high-ability period-2
worker (H). Since all referral wage offers
exceed the period-2 market wage, the prob-

WR1

V firm j = i}.

As referral offers are allocated independently,
Pr{H accepts WRi}
=

=

r1 Pr{H receives no higher offer WRj}

17[1-Pr{H

receives an offer

WRj>

WRiJ].

i * i

The probability that firm j offers a wage
to H is in turn the product of two
independent probabilities:

WRj > wRi

Pr{H receives an offer

WRj > WRi)

Pr{firm j makes offer to HI

=

> WRi).

xPr{wRj

If there were 2N workers in period 1, free
entry implies that N firms employ high-ability workers. If each firm chooses its referral
wage offer by randomizing over the equilibrium wage distribution F() (to be derived
below),
Pr{H receives an offer WRj >
=

WRi}

(-N)[1-F(WRi)]

for all firms j employing a high-ability
worker in period 1. Substitution yields
Pr{H accepts

PROPOSITION: A firm makes a referral
offer if and only if it employs a high-ability
worker in period 1; referral wage offers are
dispersed over the interval [wM2I3R].

DECEMBER 1991

wRi1

(1-(-)[1-F(WRi)J])1

As N approaches oo,
Pr{H accepts

wRi)

= e

T[1-F(WR)]
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(see Anatol Rapoport,1963).Throughsimilar analysis,one obtainsthe probabilitythat
firm i's offer is acceptedby a givenlow-ability worker(L):
Pr{L accepts

e-(l)T[lF(WR)]

wRiL}

Conditionalupon the offer being received
by a given worker,high-abilityworkersare
less likely to accept any offer WRi < WR,
since these workers tend to receive more
offers.(For WRi = WR, however,both probabilities are equal to 1: since no firmoffers a
higherwage, workersalwaysaccept.)
Since a period-2 worker finds employment through the market only if he receives no offers, Pr{marketIH) = Pr{H
accepts wM2I and Pr{marketILI = Pr{L
accepts WM2I. Given that F(wM2) = 0, one
obtains
Pr{market I HI = e -a
and
Pr{marketILl= e-(1-a)T. Since I have assumed a continuum of workers, one may
use Bayes's rule to calculate the period-2
marketwage:
WM2(a,

1415

(If no referred worker is hired, either because the period-1 worker holds no social
tie or because the referralreceives a better
offer, the firmhires throughthe marketand
receiveszero expectedprofit.)The probability of hiring a high-abilityperiod-2 referral
is the productof two independentprobabilities:
Pr{high-ability
period-2referralhiredIWR)
= Pr{offer made to a high-ability
referral) x Pr{H accepts WR}
= are -a[l

-F(WR)]

Similarly,the probabilityof hiring a lowabilityworkermay be written
Pr{low-abilityperiod-2referralhiredIWRj
= (1

-

re-(l

a)

-a)T[l

-F(WR)]

By substitution,

r)

EfIH(WR) = are

= Pr{H Imarket}

+ (1-

Pr{market IH} x Pr{H}
Pr{market IH} x Pr{H} + Pr{market IL} x Pr{L}
e -at
e- at + e- (-a)T

since Pr{HI = Pr{L}=

2.

(Note that if N

were finite, the use of Bayes'srule would be
inappropriate:the market wage would be
stochasticand would depend upon the realized allocation of social ties.) Given a > 2
and r > 0, WM2 is always less than 2, the
averageproductivityof the population.It is
straightforwardto show that wM2 is decreasingin both a and r.
Now considerthe expectedperiod-2profit
earned by a firm employing a high-ability
workerand setting a referralwage WR:

-WR)

)re -(1a)T[1

F(WR)(_

WR).

To maintainequilibriumwage dispersion,
firmsmust earn the same expectedprofiton
each referralwage offered:
=

EIfH(WR)

C

V WR E [WM2iVR].E

To determine this constant, note that the
firmcould potentiallydeviatefrom its specified strategyby offeringa wage of wM2; the
referredworkeracceptsthe firm'soffer only
if no other offers have been received. The
firm'sexpectedprofitis given by
EIIH(WM2)

=

are -a,(1

WM2)

+ (1- a)re (a)

EHH(wR) = Pr{high-ability period-2
referral hired IWR) (1

a[l-F(WR)](

=

-

WM2)

C.

WR)

+ Pr{low-ability period-2
referral hired IWR) (- WR)-

Substitutingfor wM2,
c(a,r)

= (2a(-1)/(ea
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Given a >

c,

C> 0: firms employing high-

abilityworkerswith social ties earn positive
expected profits. It is straightforwardto
show that c is increasingin both a and r.
Given the precedingexpressionfor c, the
equilibriumreferral-offerdistributionF(-)

DECEMBER 1991

If such a firm were to deviate from the
proposed equilibrium, making a referral
offer WR, its expected profit would be
written
EIL(WR)

=

(1-

a)re-T[l-F(WR)I(1

-WR)

may be determined by setting E1I(wR)

equal to c for all potentialwage offers WR:
-

are-r[1-F(WR)I(1

-

(2a

+

e(l-a)T)

V WR E

[wM2

R]I

Given a continuumof firms,the equilibrium
referral-offerdistributionF(-) maaybe interpretedin two ways:either each firmrandomizes over the entire distributionor else
a fraction f(wR) of firms offer each wage
for sure.
Unfortunately,the previousequationdoes
not yield a closed-formsolution for F(WR).
One can, however,derive an expressionfor
the maximumwage offered:
FVR(a,,r)= a -[(2aX-l1)/(e
= a -

ar+

(-WR).

it is apparent that

dEHL(wR)/dwR < dEHH(WR)/dWR. Since
dEIIH(WR)/dwR is (by construction)equal
to zero for all WR E [WM2, WR],
is negative; ERL is maxidEHL(WR)/dwR

WR)

1)r/(ear

are-(1-a)T[1-F(WR)(

By inspection,

WR)

+ ( a1-a)Te-(1-a)r[l-F(WR)(
=

+

e(1 - a)T)

c/r.

Intuitively,a firmofferinga referralwage of
attractsa referredworkerwith probability 1 (conditionalupon its workerholding a
social tie); the firm's expected profit, c, is
thus equal to i-(a - WR). One can show that
WR is increasing in both a and T.
The precedinganalysishas alreadyestablished that firms employing high-ability
workers in period 1 will make referral offers:while hiringthroughthe marketgenerates zero expected profit, a referral offer
generates constant positive profit over the
range [WM2, WR]; a lower offer will never be
accepted,while a higher offer increasesthe
wage without increasingthe probabilityof
attractinga worker.To complete the proof
of the initial proposition, I now demonstratethat firmsemployinglow-abilityworkers in period 1 will hire throughthe market.

mized at WR = WM2. However, even at this
wage, expected profits are negative. Substituting for wM2,
(1 - 2a)eT

L(WM2) = ear

+ e ( a)

which is negative given a > 2. The proposition is thus proved: a firm employing a
low-abilityworker in period 1 prefers to
hire through the market, earning zero expected profit.
Finally, consider the period-1 market.
Firms hiring in this market earn an expected period-2profitequal to the probability of obtaining a high-ability period-1
worker times the expected profit from a
referral. Free entry thus drives the wage
above expected period-1productivity:

WR

WM1(a!,T)

=

+ (2)C(C}

(2)[

T)

+ c(a,r)].

Given the previous comparative-staticsresults on c, wM1 is increasing in both a
and r.
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